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Cognitive neuroscience of honesty and deception:
a signaling framework
Adrianna C Jenkins1, Lusha Zhu2 and Ming Hsu1
Understanding the neural basis of human honesty and
deception has enormous potential scientific and practical
value. However, past approaches, largely developed out of
studies with forensic applications in mind, are increasingly
recognized as having serious methodological and conceptual
shortcomings. Here we propose to address these challenges
by drawing on so-called signaling games widely used in game
theory and ethology to study behavioral and evolutionary
consequences of information transmission and distortion. In
particular, by separating and capturing distinct adaptive
problems facing signal senders and receivers, signaling games
provide a framework to organize the complex set of cognitive
processes associated with honest and deceptive behavior.
Furthermore, this framework provides novel insights into
feasibility and practical challenges of neuroimaging-based lie
detection.
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Introduction
Questions regarding honesty and deception have been at
the heart of many iconic episodes of human history. The
Watergate hearings, for example, revolved around the
now-famous question of willful deception on part of the
Nixon White House: ‘What did the President know and
when did he know it?’ At the neural level, early interest in
(dis)honesty stemmed from attempts to develop methods
of distinguishing the truth from lies in forensic and legal
settings [1,2]. These include, among others, efforts to
improve criminal justice (e.g., by identifying perpetrators)
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2016, 11:130–137

and intelligence analysis (e.g., by predicting terrorist
activity).
Guided by these goals, early studies, typically using the
Comparison Question Test (CQT) or Guilty Knowledge
Test (GKT), sought to identify a set of physiological (e.g.,
arousal) or neurocognitive (e.g., anxiety, guilt) processes
that could serve as objective markers of deception [3–6].
In the GKT, participants view pieces of information that
are either relevant or irrelevant to the target incident, and
physiological responses are compared during exposure to
items that only someone with knowledge of the target
incident should recognize as relevant versus to other
items [7].
Comparing lie versus truth-telling conditions, these studies repeatedly found differential responses in regions of
the prefrontal cortex previously associated with cognitive
control and higher-order cognition [8,9–14]. Recent
meta-analyses have further shown that lying was associated with greater activation in regions including dorsolateral and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, anterior insula
and superior frontal lobule (Figure 1) [1,15,16]. Strikingly, no brain region has been consistently found to
respond more during truth-telling than to lying, a finding
often interpreted as supporting the notion that deception
is a more cognitively demanding than truth-telling.
Despite their popularity, however, there is growing dissatisfaction with past studies inspired by the CQT and
GKT approaches [1,17]. The most commonly cited
criticism centers on the fact that participants were often
instructed by the experimenters to deceive or withhold
information [1,17]. This, however, raises important
questions regarding the external validity of studies using
‘instructed deception’. In particular, by removing from
participants their ability to choose to deceive, instructed
deception paradigms make it challenging if not impossible for experimenters to study the involvement of motivational and decision-making processes in deception.
Honesty and deception in ethology and economics

Behaviorally, studies of honesty and deception have
their roots in ethology and economics, owing to the
importance of honesty and deception to problems of
mate selection, predator avoidance, and economic exchange, among others. At the heart of both literatures is
the idea that honesty and deception are properties of the
communicative signals that organisms send to one another in the service of some economic or evolutionary
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1
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Neural correlates of honesty and deception. (a,b) Previous meta-analysis results of neural correlates of truth versus lie telling adapted from
[15,16] implicating greater engagement of lateral prefrontal cortex, medial prefrontal cortex, insula, and lateral parietal cortex under deceptive
compared to honest actions.

function, which can be captured via so-called signaling
games [18,19,20].
In particular, signaling games capture the antecedents
and consequences of both honesty and deception across a
diverse set of decision scenarios, thereby providing a
stylized environment to take into account the adaptive
problems faced by the signal senders and receivers. The
signals may involve the use of language, as in the case of
humans, or physiological and morphological characteristics more commonly associated with animal signaling
www.sciencedirect.com

[18,21]. In either case, the signals themselves have
no immediate causal effect or direct payoff consequences
for the sender and receiver — an observation echoed in
the common refrain that ‘talk is cheap’ (Figure 1). Instead, it is how the signal is interpreted by the signal
recipient that ultimately carries consequences. For example, it is possible that the vocal calls of two species may
have identical auditory characteristics but have completely different meaning, where one is used for predator alerts
and the other for mate attraction. Similarly, a bargaining
offer from one party to another can have very different
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2016, 11:130–137
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interpretations depending on whether the two parties are
historical rivals or partners [22,23].

A signaling framework of honesty and
deception
Here we offer a cognitive framework of honesty and
deception by describing and organizing processes underlying such behavior in the language of economic games of
signaling [18,24,25]. As with the broader signaling literature in evolutionary biology and economics, the value
of such an approach lie not so much in explaining new
facts about processes underlying honesty and deception,
but rather in thinking about them in the context of
instrumental interaction between goal-directed agents.
Our framework first distinguishes between cognitive processes belonging to senders and receivers, respectively.
On the part of the sender, this entails processes associated
with (i) constructing a representation of the signaling
problem, including identifying characteristics of the
players, actions, and outcomes under consideration and
(ii) forming appropriate beliefs about the relationships
among possible actions and possible outcomes. This
second set may involve the engagement of theory of
mind or mentalizing processes to construct beliefs about
the receiver’s mental states (e.g., beliefs, desires, intentions) and future actions [26,27], as in the case of ‘intentional’ deception. Alternatively, explicit belief
construction may not be involved, with associations being
generated through more basic processes such as associative learning or even genetically specified reflexes, which
typically fall under the heading of ‘functional’ deception
in the nonhuman animal literature.
Based on these expectations, the sender also engages
processes associated with (iii) assigning value representations to different actions under the sender’s consideration.
These values can contain not only the direct fitness or
payoff implications, but also psychological values, such as
internal costs associated with an aversion to deception or
inequity. (iv) Additionally, the sender must select among
these actions in a way that balances competing motives, for
example the motive to pursue one’s own self-interest
versus the motive to be honest, typically involving processes such as cognitive control [8,28]. With some notable
exceptions, studies to date have focused almost exclusively at the level of action selection [1,8,17,29,30], with
only a few studies systematically manipulating experimental variables relating to valuation, outcome, or contextual characteristics [31,32–34].
For the receiver, a similar set of processes unfolds following receipt of a signal. These include: (i) identifying and
evaluating potential (honest and deceptive) signals, (ii)
anticipating outcomes resulting from said signals, (iv)
constructing the values of different actions, and (iii)
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2016, 11:130–137

selecting appropriate action(s) based on the anticipated
outcomes (Figure 2b).
A signaling framework therefore clarifies two of the major
criticisms invoked against GKT and CQT. First, by
mandating deception, these paradigms remove motivational components that are critical in honest or deceptive
signaling. Second, and less appreciated, is the fact that
participants in the GKT and CQT are asked to act as both
signal receiver as well as sender. In particular, because
both tasks involve decoding a signal from the interrogator
and then sending a signal back to that interrogator, it can
be challenging to isolate processes associated with any
particular stage in the generation of honest or deceptive
behavior.
Neural and computational mechanisms

Beyond clarifying existing criticisms, a signaling framework has the potential to organize existing data and
suggest novel ways to address existing debates regarding
the neurobiological substrates underlying honesty and
deception. This is particularly important given the growing number of studies that take a signaling approach
methodologically, either implicitly or explicitly, such that
participants are allowed to freely decide between honest
and deceptive action [34–38]. For example, at the signal
selection stage, neuroimaging studies have frequently
found evidence that brain regions associated with cognitive control are involved in decisions regarding honesty
and deception [15,16], but their inherently correlational
nature leaves open questions about the extent to which
cognitive control is needed in order to be honest or in
order to be deceptive. By distinguishing between different levels of processing, our signaling framework highlights the presence of a third possibility, namely that
cognitive control may be needed or for both honesty
and deception, but at different stages.
Recently, by pairing signaling games with a lesion approach, it was shown that damage to regions of the human
lateral prefrontal cortex, previously implicated in neuroimaging studies of honesty and deception, was associated
with lower levels of honesty (Figure 3). That is, senders
with damage to the lateral prefrontal cortex, an area
associated with cognitive control, were more willing to
send deceptive signals in order to earn more money,
suggesting that cognitive control is necessary for producing honest signals when it is in one’s own interest to lie.
This case illustrates how the use of behavioral measures
derived from signaling games can be decisive in allowing
researchers to directly test mechanistic hypotheses regarding the relationship between brain and behavior.
Similarly, at the outcome anticipation and valuation
stages, existing studies have suggested that these processes overlap in important ways to those implicated in
previous studies of goal-directed behavior [39,40]. For
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2
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Signaling games as cognitive probes. (a) An important feature of signaling games is in explicitly capturing the link between the goals on the part of
the sender and the receiver, and the instrumental actions that are taken to reach the goals. For example, in an interaction involving a broker
(sender) and an investor (receiver), whereas the goal of the investor is to choose a stock that will appreciate in value, the goal of the broker is to
simply sell the stock. (b) Cognitive processes involved in a signaling interaction can be decomposed first into those involving the sender and the
receiver, and then into a series of processes within each.

example, Bhatt et al. [32] studied theory of mind processes using a bargaining task involving a series of one-shot
bargains over a single unit of some good. The buyer, who
values the good at v, suggests a selling price s to a seller.
Upon receiving s, the seller submits a selling price p. If
p > v, no deal occurs, otherwise the transaction is executed with seller receiving p and buyer v–p. In this case,
therefore, the buyer has an incentive to underreport the
true v, a fact that the seller should take into consideration
when determining the selling price p.
Using this task, it was found that the buyers’ stated value
of the underlying good was associated with activity in the
buyers’ right temporoparietal junction (rTPJ), a region
previously implicated in theory of mind processes, especially representing others’ beliefs [41,42]. Interestingly,
this was only the case for individuals who were strategic in
their reports of private value v, suggesting a role for
processes supported by the rTPJ in ‘intentional’ deception (Figure 4). In another study, Baumgartner et al. [33]
used a variant of the Trust game [24] with an antecedent
‘Promise’ stage in which participants indicated how much
they would share of the total amount of money they
www.sciencedirect.com

received. The researchers found that, during the initial
promise and anticipation stages of the task, activity in
several regions, including the insula, predicted whether or
not participants would ultimately break those promises,
supporting a possible role for the insula in the anticipation
of norm violation [43,44].

Implications for neuroimaging-based lie
detection
This framework also sheds light on some important issues
in current debates on neuroimaging-based lie detection.
For example, an influential review by Sip et al. [17] raised
two broad challenges regarding the use of neuroimaging
for lie detection: (1) the difficulty of inferring deception
based on activity in brain regions associated with emotion,
mentalizing, and risk taking, as they are involved in many
other cognitive and behavioral processes, and (2) the lack
of experimental paradigms that capture real-world deception.
As Haynes [45] points out, however, one does not need a
complete characterization of the underlying neurocognitive mechanisms to develop diagnostics of deception. Any
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2016, 11:130–137
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Figure 3
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(a) The message game involves the participant in the role of the signaler, who is presented with two options, a and b, associated with different
monetary consequences. The signaler has furthermore two actions available to the participant in the form of two statements describing the
monetary consequences of the options to the recipient. Specifically, the participants must choose between sending a truthful message (Message
2) that sacrifices economic self-interest in favor of honesty, or a false message (Message 1) that satisfies self-interest at the expense of being
honest. (b) Lesion reconstruction overlay of patients with damage to DLPFC and OFC, respectively. (c) Compared to a Choice condition with
identical monetary consequences but without the inclusion of honesty concerns, HC participants increased giving by $2.94  .44. In contrast,
DLPFC cohort’s giving increased by less than half this amount ($1.05  .43), which was significantly lower than those of the HC cohort. OFC
participants were nearly identical to HCs, and were significantly different from DLPFC participants. (d) Computational modeling of preferences for
(dis)honesty show significant weight on honesty for both OFC and HC, but not DLPFC, participants. Note however that, controlling for preferences
over outcomes, none of the groups showed a bias toward deception.
Source: Adapted from Zhu et al. [31].

cognitive process that is involved in deception can, in
principle, be used for lie detection purposes if it is
sufficiently selective and specific [46]. A signaling framework could in principle allow researchers to decompose
lie detection into a set of subcomponents, each of which
could be investigated independently.
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2016, 11:130–137

In the example given in Figure 2, this corresponds to
asking whether the stock broker lied by asking whether
the patterns of neural responses can be found that predicts whether broker (i) had knowledge of the stock being
bad, (ii) anticipating consequences of having the lie
exposed, (iii) encoding disutility of lying or cost of being
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 4
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(a) The bilateral bargaining task consists of a series of one-shot bargaining regarding a single unit of some good. The buyer, who values the good
at v, suggests a selling price s to a seller. Upon receiving s, the seller submits a selling price p. If p > v, no deal occurs, otherwise the transaction
is taken with seller receiving p and buyer v p. Note in this case the buyer has an incentive to underreport the true v. (b) The value of the
underlying good modulated activity in the right temporoparietal junction (rTPJ) previously implicated in theory of mind processes, but only for
individuals who were strategic in behavioral reports of v.
Source: Adapted from Bhatt et al. [32].

caught, or (iv) response conflict associated with lying.
Whereas past neuroimaging studies have largely been
concerned with lie detection at the action selection level
[1,7,47], future studies can begin to compare and contrast the relative strengths and weakness of lie detection
at each level.
At the same time, because lie detection itself constitutes a
signaling game between the interrogators and the interrogated, practical applications must be robust to attempts
to game the system — for example, by regulating one’s
cognitive or affective response to a stimulus. Here, the
fact that signaling games enable studies of realistic deception within a laboratory setting represents a particular
advantage for testing the robustness of potential lie
detection measures across contexts, in addition to their
selectivity and specificity within a specific context. Although no less daunting, addressing these questions will
begin to inform and improve current lie detection efforts
www.sciencedirect.com

by providing more rigorous and cumulative scientific
approach [1,2].

Future directions
In one sense, signaling games are just economic games of
incomplete information, where players can use the
actions of their counterparts to make inferences about
hidden information. Yet, despite its apparent simplicity
and success in explaining a number of key empirical
regularities regarding honest and deceptive behavior,
ranging from mating selection to negotiation, genuine
puzzles remain at nearly all levels of analysis. For example, we still lack a satisfactory theory explaining how
specific signals have evolved to acquire meaning. Most
existing empirical studies have taken the set of signals
available to the sender to be given, and leave open the
question of how senders and receivers came to agree on a
set of signals, and the mapping of signal to the ‘true’ state,
or for that matter whether such an agreement is necessary
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2016, 11:130–137
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at all. A better understanding of these processes would
require modeling the complex dynamics involved in
sender receiver interactions. As noted in earlier, however,
there has been little attention on how receivers process
and respond to signals at the neural level beyond the basic
sensory and perceptual properties.
Moreover, any realistic account of honesty and deception
in humans must be able to account for the fact that
information sharing is dominated by unstructured communication involving natural language and a diverse
collection of nonverbal cues. However, no study to our
knowledge has studied the neural mechanisms of honesty
and deception in the context of unstructured communication. In behavioral studies, unstructured communication was found to substantially increased truth-telling and
cooperation compared to structured communication
where messages were preselected by the experimenters
[19]. Although intuitive, none of our existing theories are
able to explain why this is so, and what specific features of
unstructured communication are responsible for the observed differences. Advances in this area will likely
require additional consideration of the contribution of
language processes, for example by incorporating game
theoretic models of pragmatics recently developed in
linguistics [48].
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